FORMAL COMMENTS

Quadrant: Wholesale Electric Quadrant

Change Request: R07002

Submitted By: Ed Skiba for Midwest ISO

Date: July 13, 2007

Request Title: R07002 Division of OASIS Standards and Communication Protocols (S&CP, WEQ 002, WEQ 003).

Comments: The proposed standard number for the OASIS Implementation Guide is WEQ 011. However, this number has already been used for the WEQ standards for communication between Interstate Natural Gas Pipelines and Public Utilities.

We would like to recommend the Executive Committee and NAESB determine the appropriate standard number for the OASIS Implementation Guide and that section references to the OASIS Implementation Guide found in the WEQ 002 document be updated to reflect the new standard number. Also, all references in the OASIS Implementation Guide should be revised to include the new standard number. We would recommend that these updates be made to the attachments prior to posting the documents for member ratification.

NAESB will need to determine if other numbers have already been reserved for previously ratified standards such as the Business Practice Standard for Public Key Infrastructure.